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Statens Kunstfond and SLKS have provided us with a framework to retain the integrity in our projects
and in our research during the first years of our practice. In chronological order, we have received
grants for residencies at SVFK and at Can Lis, a travel grant for a study trip to Japan, and finally, the
Den Unge Kunstneriske Elite career grant which has been of great importance for the development
of our business and marketing strategy.
With support from Statens Kunstfond, and with the ambition to push the clients and the output of the
economy to the maximum, we have now built a strong foundation for our company, both in practicality, business strategy and intellectual approach. Last year, and in the first quarter of this year, we
have focused on developing a safe ground for income through designing and producing long lasting
solutions of interior inventory for private and commercial clients. That is in the form of built-in
kitchens, staircases, wardrobes, and storage systems. With the commercial strategy running its
course, we are now initiating our strategy towards scaling up for the building scale. As we will explain
in the text that follows, we are applying to Statens Kunstfond for a 3-year working grant to bring our
working method to the building scale.

Working our Way Up in Scale

One of the principles that we established when founding Archival Studies back in 2018 was that we
would be patient with moving into the complex scale of buildings and beyond. Our dogma was, and
still is, that we are designing only what we can build ourselves. So, we founded both a production
workshop as well as an architecture office, and they have been informing each another since day 1.

Architect as Builder

Our 4 partners all graduated from Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan, USA, from the Architecture
Department which clearly distinguishes the architect as a builder. In the warehouse of the department, we had 24/7 access to large-format CNC machines, in the form of a router and a laser. Due to
the no-curriculum style of the department and the digital fabrication pioneer professor Bill Massie
who was our mentor, we ended up training ourselves, not to necessarily push the boundaries of
digital fabrication as you see at CITA or MIT, but to potentially rediscover the qualities of the Architect
as a Builder, as it was before industrialization divided the professions due to efficiency.

Working from a Warehouse

As we started our office, we naturally looked for a warehouse with production facilities to work from.
This would be a place to bridge the office and the workshop. We found a suitable situation in an old
dairy factory in Sydhavnen, Kbh. Here we helped to establish a shared workshop and office space
that stimulates interdisciplinary knowledge sharing between different renters. From architects to
gardeners, and from cabinet makers to robot builders.
We are conscious about our studio culture: we operate in a flat power structure, we have been
composed of 7 different nationalities working in the office, we are as many women as men, we cook
lunch for each other, and we look out for everyone’s personal fascinations which are incorporated
throughout the projects. In the office, we are 4 partners, 2 project managers, 2 interns, and 1
student helper. In the workshop, we have earned the title of (svend) bygningssnedker through NEXT
Erhvervsuddannelser, by showing our own production work over the course of the last years. We
have a fabrication manager and 2 apprentices (lærlinge) that are joiners of all the pieces that the partners cut on the CNC router. In the case of larger installations, the office is usually more or less empty,
as everyone is eager to install the prefabricated parts and see the project come together.

Furniture Studies

Back in 2018, we began at the scale of furniture at a 4-month-residency at Statens Værksteder. The
ambition here was to explore our thesis of translating traditional craft through digital fabrication.
We picked a readily-available standard pine plywood sheet as a mono-material that naturally relates
itself to the interior and building scale. We focused the research towards a building system and
tested the system on small structures that worked as furniture. It was not the ambition to produce
products, but the different furniture typologies have been developed throughout different projects
and as we have full production control, they act as experiential building blocks, adding rhythm and
color tothe spaces that we design. This can be seen at Refshaleøens Ejendomselskabs office, Kona
Restaurant in Carlsberg, and Gasoline Grill in Tivoli. Furthermore they are sold at Studio X in Dronningegården and finally were shown in the Mindcraft Exhibition last year.

In-house Production

In our first two years of the company, we stayed financially afloat by acting as a production company
for other architecture offices, which exposed us to being on the other side of the design role. Lack of
practical thinking behind the designs, corrupted 3D files, not thinking about standards and production techniques, layers of unnecessary ornament, etc. Consequently, as we got enough design work
to solely focus on our own production, we understood the advantages and flexibility of in-house
production. However, as we undertook our first larger interior projects where we insisted on
designing, producing, and installing hand-painted textiles, floor trim, kitchens, furniture, lamps, and
so on, our ambition to do everything got challenged as we experienced how much time and effort it
all took. As we finished Kona Restaurant, which was a massive production and installation for us, we
started to reformulate our business and practical strategy.This development was immensely helped
by your Career Grant, in which we discussed our strategies with our advisory board, which was
brought together by the grant.
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The strategy that we found to be the most suitable for our growth as a company and how we, looking
into the future, can create the most value as architects, would be as an office that takes advantage of
our technical abilities to do in-house prototyping, while outsourcing most of the actual production.
However, we do want to built everything ourselves at least once. For us, that is the only way to truly
understand all the complex relationships that go into the act of building, from analysis to design to
constructing to ordering to production to installing to maintaining. To achieve this quality, we use
modern technology to our advantage by offering custom prefabri-cated systems. We have been
utilizing the economy of larger interior projects to develop and to put these systems to the test.
Examples of this are the plywood system, which was the main building block for the Kona Restaurant,
and laser-cut and bent aluminium for the Gasoline Grill. Gasoline Grill was our first project where
we outsourced most of the production, and we chose aluminium as a mono-material, similarly as
the strategy with pine plywood. As we have 10 years of experience with making tool paths for the
CNC router, we challenged ourselves to produce all the shop drawings and actual curves that metal
producers were laser cutting and bending from. The reasoning for this was, on the one hand, that
we would get full control of all details and material optimization. Furthermore, it forced us to understand all the machines and the production steps involved. As we received the parts, we assembled
and installed them all ourselves, so that we could get a concrete understanding of size, weight,
tolerances, sequence of installation, etc. From evaluating these, we could define rules for future
productions in metal.

In-built Inventory

In the last year, due to increasing demand for in-built inventory such as kitchens, staircases, and
wardrobes, we started to develop a building system from sheet metal, using easily-available laser
cutting and bending techniques. Similarly as with our plywood system, we do not use glue or welding
to connect the parts. Additionally, we innovated the kitchens and wardrobes by removing 75% of the
m2 material used in normal corpus builds, consequently giving our custom-prefabricated products
fewer parts, a clear structure and easy opportunity for renovation. After trying many producers, we
have started a long-time engagement with Gladsaxe Klip & Buk, who are located in the Copenhagen
area. We have monthly visits to test new ideas, follow current productions closely, etc. We have hired
a project manager to handle most of the planning of these projects, as the first round of technical
development is coming to and end.

Opportunities in Production

With the Gasoline Grill project, and the many kitchens which are now in process, we are starting to
understand the potential qualities of this take on production. One could say that, since we are doing
the production documents ourselves, we are only using the tools and experience of the producers,
but not their way of constructing, detailing, or rationalizing without them knowing the context of
the production. This way of working with the producers still gives us the opportunity to scale up,
but without losing the opportunity for innovation and quality in detail. Our thinking is that this way of
producing, along with the ambition to carry out the prototyping ourselves, will lay the groundwork for
architectural work that can explore other possible conclusions than most other architectural offices
would. For us, production is not the last step before assembly, nor is it simply bringing a drawing
into physical form. For us, production is the opportunity found within techniques, materials, and
construction; A high quality of detailing that is achieved economically, due to our closeness to the
production. Custom-prefabricated components which relate more closely to their final context. The
challenging and innovation of standard materials and techniques. Finally a preoccupation with the
sequence of construction and with joints that suggest assembly for disassembly, which stimulates
renovation and repurposing over time.

Translations

We have the ambition to move our office slowly towards the building scale in 2-3 years time and
we are asking Statens Kunstfond for a 3-year-working grant to help us preserve our current
working method. Concretely, we have scaled our plywood system from furniture to interior, and we
are currently doing the building application for a small house in North Sealand. We will undertake
the entire production and installation ourselves, to understand all the steps and challenges of such
construction. However, it will be a long process that is far from a commercial potential. Our plan is
to, upon completion of the house, to evaluate and start translating the in-house prototype towards
readily available large-scale production. That is, working with glulam producers who specialize in
CNC-routed parts, who would be willing to let us provide the shop drawing sets similarly as with
the metal production that we are undertaking now. Naturally, we are also considering hybrids of
metal and wood.
The building system is based on the traditional Japanese house which in its strict rules of measurements throughout gridsystems are a natural base for parametric design. Furthermore, the Japanese
building systems were made of custom prefabricated parts and had removable building parts such
as doors, windows and cieling componets. Finally it is build with a selfsupporting grid system which
makes it pure in material and offers itself easily to contempoary screw foundations which touches
the earth lightly. We are currently building a 1:1 section model of the corner of the house.
All in all, the opportunity in production gives us the tools to reduce projects to their static essentials,
and to work directly with these essentials: the construction, the materials, and the visual form of the
build that come together to constitute a unified whole. The build then becomes exactly what we see
and touch, exactly what we feel beneath our feet.

The Traditional Japanese House

Excatly what we feel
beneath our feet
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Emil Roman Frøge, ‘87
Denmark
Jesse Yang, ‘82
Taiwan
Jo Qiang, ‘91
China

2013 - 2015 MOS Architects, USA
Designers, Product development, Digital Fabrication

2013 - 2016 Cranbrook Academy of Art, USA
Architecture Department, Masters of Architecture

2014 Venice Architecture Biennale, IT
Material development, fabrication, installation
In collaboration with MOS Architects and Princeton University

2016 SPACE10 - IKEA Innovation Lab, DK
Architects in Residence
Digital fabrication research and permanent installation

2017 Made in Space, SPACE10 x Opendesk, DK/UK
Open-source product design exhibition

2018, 01 Archival Studies ApS, DK
Founded our architectural design and build praxis

2018, 02 Statens Vaerksteder for Kunst, DK
Architects in Residence
Research title: A Foundation for Open-Source Architecture

2018, 03 Planters No.1-13, Statens Museum For Kunst, DK
Planters and benches, design, fabrication
In collaboration with artist Danh Vo

2018, 4 Give Tradition A New Meaning, Beijing Design Week, CN
Exhibition, Digital fabrication research, installation design

2018, 5 Custom Elmwood Table for Marienborg Villa, DK
Design and fabrication

2018, 6 Can Lis, Statens Kunstfond, ES
Architects in Residence

2018, 12 Reflector 03 and Booth 01 for Gertie Restaurant, NY
Pendant lamps and Booth, design and fabrication
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2019, 02 BL Exhibition, Danmarks Almene Boliger, DK
Exhibition structures, design and fabrication
In collaboration with Andel

2019, 03 Custom tables and chairs for Danish Design Center, DK
Page

Design, fabrication
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2019, 03 Reflectors 04 for Garde Hvalsø Showroom, DK
Pendent lamps, design, fabrication
Commissioned by Studio David Thulstrup

2019, 03 Son of a Tailor x Paustian Exhibition, DK
Interior installation design, fabrication

2019, 04 YONOBI Ceramics Shop, DK
Retail interior detail design, fabrication

2019, 05 Archival Studies Studio Structure, DK
Interior Structure 01, research, fabrication

2019, 06 Lille Strandgade Apartment Renovation, DK
Interior design and planning, custom: kitchen, furniture,lights,
wall panels, stone bathroom, and hand-painted curtains

2020, 01 Refshaleøens Ejendomsselskab, DK
Office and furniture design, planning, fabrication, installation

2020, 02 3 Days of Design exhibition, Studio X Viaduct, DK
Showing Furniture Studies 01 in Two-tone Magenta

2020, 03 Art Hub Copenhagen, DK
Office and eventspace design, fabrication, installation
In collaboration with Pihlmann Architects

2020, 03 Kona, Restaurant, DK
Restaurant and furniture design, planning, fabrication, installation

2020, 04 Staircase 01, Private Client, DK
Design and installation of a spiral staircase in aluminium

2021, Artikel Store, Clothing Store, DK
Concept design

2021, Modular Circular House, interior furnish, DK
Kitchen, Wash Basin and Wardrobe design, fabrication, installation
In collaboration with Studio Pneuma

2021, Almenr - Fritidslandsbyen, SE
Concept package on masterplan and architectural direction

2021, Gasoline Grill, Tivoli, DK
Restaurant and furniture design, planning, fabrication, installation

2021, House 01, Private Client
Ongoing Building Structure 01, research and fabrication
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2021, 07 Vester Søgade Apartment, Copenhagen, DK
Restoration and furnishing of a historic Kay Fisker apartment,
Permitting through SLKS
Research, restoration, design, fabrication, installation

2021, 08 Outdoor Signage, Statens Museum for Kunst, DK
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Design, fabrication, installation

2021, 09 Ved Sundet House, Espergærde, DK
Design Intent Drawing Set for transformation of historic concrete house
Restoration, design

2021, 10 Komorebi House, Asserby, DK
Interior furnishing of a summerhouse by Office Kim Lenschow
Design, fabrication, installation

2021, 11 Rosenvængets Hovedvej Apartment, Copenhagen, DK
Renovation and furnishing of an old apartment in Østerbro, Copenhagen
Design, fabrication, installation

2021, 12 Summerhouse Interior, Veddinge Bakker, DK
Custom doors and furniture
Design, fabrication, installation

2022, 01 Cæciliavej Row House, Valby, DK
Renovation and furnishing of an old row house in Valby,
including a new kitchen and various in-built furniture
Design, fabrication, installation

2022, 01 Summerhouse, Veddinge Bakker, DK
Building permit and design for an entire summerhouse
Design, permitting

2022, Elsdyrvej House, Århus, DK
Ongoing Interior and furnishings for a newly restored Friis & Moltke house
Design, fabrication, installation

2022, Trifolium Offices, Copenhagen, DK
Ongoing 300m2 break-out office space
Design, fabrication, installation

2022, Soulland Showroom, Copenhagen, DK
Ongoing Entire interior for a fashion showroom, office, and event space
Design, fabrication, installation

2022, Miniatura exhibition, Copenhagen, DK
Ongoing Participation in an architecture exhibition
Design, fabrication, installation
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Emil Roman Frøge, ‘87
Denmark
Jesse Yang, ‘82
Taiwan
Jo Qiang, ‘91
China

2009 - 2014 Design Academy Eindhoven, NL
Bachelor of Design: Man & Living Department

2013 Werkplaats Vincent de Rijk
Intern: Product development, model making, fabrication

2013 - 2015 MOS Architects, USA
Designer: Product development, digital fabrication

2015 Musee des Arts Decoratifs, FR
Exhibition: Are You Talking To Me?

2013 - 2016 Cranbrook Academy of Art, USA
Masters of Architecture

2015 - 2016 Lawrence Technological University
Adjunct Professor: Department of Architecture

2014 Venice Architecture Biennale, IT
Material development, fabrication, installation
In collaboration with MOS Architects and Princeton University

2016 Studio Tomas Saraceno
Intern: architectural development of large-scale installations

2016 SPACE10 - IKEA Innovation Lab, DK
Architect in Residence
Digital fabrication research and permanent installation

2016 Van Abbe Museum, NL
Exhibition: Broken White

2017 Autodesk Pier 9, USA
Artist in Residence

2017 - ongoing VOLUME Gallery
Gallery Representation

2017 - 2018 Dartmouth College
Teaching Fellowship in Architecture: Department of Studio Art
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Emil Roman Frøge, ‘87
Denmark
Jesse Yang, ‘82
Taiwan
Jo Qiang, ‘91
China

2010 - 2012 Design Academy Eindhoven, NL
Man & Living Department

2009 - 2012 The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, DK
Bachelor of Design: Spatial

2013 - 2015 MOS Architects, USA
Designer: Product development, digital fabrication

2014 Venice Architecture Biennale, IT
Material development, fabrication, installation
In collaboration with MOS Architects and Princeton University

2013 - 2015 Cranbrook Academy of Art, USA
Masters of Architecture

2015 - 2016 Lawrence Technological University
Adjunct Professor: Department of Architecture

2016 SPACE10 - IKEA Innovation Lab, DK
Architect in Residence
Digital fabrication research and permanent installation

2017 Made in Space, SPACE10 x Opendesk, DK/UK
Open-source product design exhibition

2018 Statens Vaerksteder for Kunst, DK
Architects in Residence
Research title: A Foundation for Open-Source Architecture
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Jo Qiang, ‘91
China

2000 - 2006 University of Tamkang, TW
Bachelor of Architecture

2004 Artect-Inc., TW
Intern: Architecture

2005 HCW Architects & Planners
Intern: Architecture

2009 - 2012 A + B Design Group, TW
Project Architect

2013 - 2016 Cranbrook Academy of Art, USA
Architecture Department, Masters of Architecture

2014, Summer MOS Architects, USA
Designer: Product development, digital fabrication

2015 Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
MBFS ”Experiencing Perspectives” exhibition

2015 Snarkitecture, USA
Product Designer

2016 SPACE10 - IKEA Innovation Lab, DK
Architects in Residence
Digital fabrication research and permanent installation

2017 TsuKuRu Texas Corporation, USA
Project Coordinator

2017 Made in Space, SPACE10 x Opendesk, DK/UK
Open-source product design exhibition

2018, 06 Statens Vaerksteder for Kunst, DK
Architects in Residence
Research title: A Foundation for Open-Source Architecture
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Jo Qiang, ‘91
China

2010 - 2014 Beijing Institute of Fashion Technology, CN
Bachelor of Environmental Design

2012 CU-Office, CN
Internship: architecture

2013 Meta-hutongs Workshop - Between Utopia and Anti-Utopia, CN
Architectural Assistant

2013 Beijing Design Week, CN
Exhibition: Meta-hutongs - Between Utopia and Anti-Utopia

2013 - 2016 Cranbrook Academy of Art, USA
Master of Architecture

2015 - 2016 Cranbrook Educational Community
International Student Representative

2016 Cranbrook Academy of Art Forum Gallery
Curator: Exhibition: Imagine

2016-2019 TsuKuRu Texas Corporation, USA
Designer and Project Coordinator
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Client_Carlsberg Byen
Year_2020
Size_250 m2
Budget_2.000.000 DKK
Location_Carlsberg, DK

1:20 Physical Model

Omakase

Izakaya

Chair 02
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Documentation of Artistic Work

Client_Tivoli
Year_2021
Size_300 m2
Budget_3.500.000 DKK
Location_Tivoli Gardens, DK
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Documentation of Artistic Work

Client_Art Hub Copenhagen
Year_2020
Size_200 m2
Budget_250.000 DKK
Location_Kødbyen,DK
Collaboration_Lenschow & Pihlmann

BEFORE

AFTER
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Documentation of Artistic Work

Mixed inbuilt work
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“Departure and homecoming: Tradition may constitute a point of departure for creation,
but never a home to come back to.” — Kazuo Shinohara
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